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needs of each pupil are being met, a cumulative record of
his behavior is essential. And teachers with the guidance
point of view are not likely to misuse or fail to use such
records. They should learn not to read into a child's life
those characteristics which the records merely suggest.
The reports sent to parents are one of the most important
factors in the guidance of school children insofar as they help
the parent to co-operate with the school in promoting the
child's best development, and insofar as they direct the teach-
er's attention toward a more adequate appraisal and adjust-
ment of every child.
The reports in use at the present time represent a great
variety of types which may be arranged on a scale as follows:
 1.	General rating on effort, proficiency, and deportment
 2.	General rating with an additional comment to parent
 3.	Specific rating in separate subjects.
 4.	Specific rating in separate subjects and in certain person-
ality traits.
 5.	Specific ratings both in terms of the individual's capacity
and in terms of group standards.
 6.	Descriptive letter to parent giving an evaluation of the
child's specific strengths and weaknesses, and recommen-
dations.
 7.	Interview with parent about the child's development.
The large majority o£ schools ,now include a rating of
conduct in addition to subject marks, and an increasingly
large number of schools are using the letter and the inter-
view form of report to parents. The report to parents call-
ing for specific evaluation of the personality as well as the
achievement of individual children quickly reveal lacks and
deficiencies in the teacher's knowledge of his pupils. It is
• impossible for a teacher who has not directed his attention
toward children as individuals to make reports of the types
listed in 4, 5, 6, and 7.
The purely qualitative descriptive record presents three
difficulties which should be overcome: It tends to become
stereotyped; the teacher's statements sometimes are misin-
terpreted by parents; and teachers uphold markedly different

